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The author of the Guidelines of the Journal of Clinical Gastroenterology and Hepatology brings articles on a semi-annual basis. The Journal of Clinical Gastroenterology and Hepatology welcomes the presentation of manuscripts in the field of clinical gastroenterology and hepatology of functional gastrointestinal disorders, nutrition,
absorption and secretion of clinical gastroenterology. The documents will be published approximately 15 days after the adoption. As a member of the Publisher International Reference Association, PILA, iMedPub Group, the Journal of Clinical Gastroenterology and Hepatology follows the Creative Commons Attribution License and Clinical
Gastroenterology Scientists Open Access Publishing Policy. The Journal of Clinical Gastroenterology and Hepatology is a member of the Board of Contributors of the Council of Science Editors (CSE) and follows the slogan CSE Education, Ethics and Evidence for Editors. The author can send your documents online by email (or) send as
an electronic application to the editor by email protected handwritten number will be emailed to the relevant author within 72 hours. Publishing The Ethics and Negligence Statement IMedPub Policy regarding the NIH Mandate IMedPub will support the authors by posting a published version of the NIH articles of grantees and European or
British biomedical or life sciences grants holders pubMed Central immediately after publication. The editorial policy and process journal of Clinical Gastroenterology and Hepatology follows a progressive editorial policy that encourages researchers to present original research, reviews and editorial comments as articles well supported by
tables and graphic representation. Article Processing Fees Journal of Clinical Gastroenterology and Hepatology is self-funded and does not receive funding from any agency/government. Thus, the magazine operates solely by processing the fees we receive from authors and some academic/corporate sponsors. A processing fee is
required to pay for its maintenance. Being an open access journal, the Journal of Clinical Gastroenterology and Hepatology does not collect a subscription fee from readers who enjoy free online access to articles. Authors are therefore required to pay a fair fee for the processing of their articles. However, there are no allegations of
submission. Authors are required to pay only after their manuscript has been accepted for publication. If the author wants to withdraw his article after the review process is complete, the author must pay at least 30% of the publishing fee. Manuscript Type Article Processing Fees Article USD 1219 Main article processing fee or manuscript
processing cost according to mentioned above, on the other hand, it can vary depending on extensive editing, color effects, complex complex There is no additional extension. Article pages, etc. - Presenting an article in order to reduce delays, authors must adhere to the level, length and format of iMedPub logs at each stage of the
process directly from the submission of the manuscript to each stage of the revision. Submitted articles must have a 300-word summary/abstract, separate from the main text. The summary should include a brief report on the work with a clear presentation of the purpose of the study and the accepted methodology, which summarizes the
main findings. The text may contain several short subtitles of no more than 40 characters each. iMedPub Contributions iMedPub formats accept different formats of literary works such as scientific articles, reviews, abstracts, additions, announcements, article-comments, book reviews, quick messages, letters to the editor, annual meeting
abstracts, conferences, calendars, case reports, corrections, discussions, meeting reports, news, obituaries, ores, product reviews, hypotheses, and analyses. It is expected that the authors of the Guidelines for the preparation of the article will attach an electronic cover letter that fully mentions the type of manuscript (e.g. research article,
review articles, brief reports, examples, etc.) If the author is not invited to a special case, he may not classify a particular manuscript as an editor or letter to the editor or brief messages. Confirm that each person named as an author meets the uniform requirements of the Journal of Clinical Gastroenterology and Hepatology Criteria of
Authorship. Please make sure that the article submitted for review/publication is not viewed elsewhere at the same time. We will clearly mention financial support or benefits, if any, in commercial sources for the work reported in the manuscript, or any other financial interest that any of the authors may have, which may lead to a potential
conflict of interest or conflict of interest in the work. A clear title of the article, along with full information about the author/s (professional/institutional affiliation, educational qualifications and contact information) should be presented on the tile page. The author in question must include the address, phone number, fax number and email
address on the first page of the manuscript, and the authors must consider any conflict of interest with others after the article is published. Number all sheets in a row, including links, tables and legends figures. The title page is page 1. On the first page is a running head (short name at the top of each page), title (which may not include any
abbreviations), authors' names and academic degrees, grants or other financial research advocates, address for correspondence and reprints of requests, and corresponding numbers and the author's faxes and email address. Руководящие принципы исследования статей исследований исследований are articles written on the basis
of empirical/secondary data collected using a well-defined study methodology in which conclusions/s are drawn from the analysis of the data collected. The information should be based on original studies that add to the body's knowledge in clinical gastroenterology. An article/s should provide a critical description or analysis of the data
presented when new and rapidly changing areas are added to the field. Include a maximum of 300 words from 7 to 10 important keywords. The abstract should be divided into purpose, methods, results and conclusion. Research articles should adhere to a co-cored format followed by a brief review of relevant literature, methodology (for
data collection), discussion and reference data, tables and legends of drawings. Review Articles Review articles are written mainly based on secondary data that fall according to the topic of the magazine. They are brief but critical discussions on a specific aspect of the issue. Reviews usually begin with a statement about the problem with
a brief abstract 300 words and a few keywords. The introduction usually brings the issue forward to readers followed by analytical discussions using the necessary tables, graphs, photos and illustrations where necessary. It summarizes the topic with the conclusion. All statements or comments in the review articles should be based on the
necessary quotes, providing a full link at the end of the article. Comments Comments opinions articles written mainly by veteran and experienced writers on specific design, recent innovations or research findings that fall according to the topic of the journal. They are a very concise article with a title and abstract that provides the essence
of the topic to be discussed, with a few key words. It immediately reports problems and provides careful analysis through illustrations, graphs and tables if necessary. It summarizes this topic with references at the end. Case studies are being taken to add additional information related to investigative studies that are advances in the journal
Clinical Gastroenterology and Hepatology. It should add value to the basic content/article presented by providing key information about the core area. Case reports should be concise and follow a clear format, such as the Case and Methods Section (which describes the nature of the clinical issue and the methodology adopted to address
it), the discussion section that analyses the case, and the section of opinion that sums up the whole case. Editorial brief comments on the currently published article/issue of the Journal of Clinical Gastroenterology and Hepatology. The editors can approach any such work, and the authors present it to him three weeks from the date of
receiving the invitation. Letters to the Editor/Letters to the Editor should be limited to comments on previous articles published with a specific reference to the questions and reasons associated with it. These should be brief, comprehensive and concise case reports or research results. It does not follow the format of abstract, subtitled or
affirming. This is rather the reader's response or opinion on a particular article published and must reach the editor within 6 months of the publication of the article. Confirmation: This section includes recognition of people, grant details, funds, etc. Note: If the author does not submit his work in accordance with the above instructions, he is
asked to keep clear titles, namely headlines, subtitle. Links: Only published or accepted manuscripts should be included in the reference list. The annotations of meetings, conference talks or documents that have been submitted but have not yet been adopted should not be referred to. All personal communications must be backed up by
the letter of the authors concerned. iMedPub uses a moderate quote method (citation-sequence). The links are listed and measured in the order in which they appear in the text. The text quotes should be listed on the reference number in brackets. Several citations within one set of brackets should be separated by commas. When there
are three or more consecutive quotes, they should be given in range. Example:... now allow biologists to simultaneously control the expression of thousands of genes in one experiment (1,5-7.28). Make sure parts of the manuscript are in the correct order for the relevant log before ordering the quotes. The drawing captions and tables
should be at the end of the manuscript. Authors are asked to provide at least one online link for each link as the following (preferably PubMed). Since all links would be electronically linked to the documents they refer to, proper link formatting was crucial. Please use the following style for the help list: Examples of Published Documents 1.
Laemmli UK (1970) Splitting structural proteins during the assembly of the T4 bacteriophage head. Nature 227: 680-685. 2. Brusic V, Rudy G, Honeyman G, Hammer J, Harrison L (1998) Prediction of MHC Grade II peptides using evolutionary algorithm and artificial neural network. Bioinformatics 14: 121-130. 3. Doroshenko V, Ayrich L,
Vitushkina M, Kolokolova A,, Livshitz V. et al (2007) IdG from Escherichia coli promotes the export of aromatic amino acids. FEMS Microbiol Lett 275: 312-318. Note: Please list the first five authors and then add and others if there are additional authors. Electronic Magazine Articles Entrez Programming Utilities 1. Buggot JD (1999) Drug
Principles pets: the basis of veterinary clinical pharmacology. (1stedn), W.B. Saunders Company, Philadelphia, London, Toranto. 2. Chang Tzu (2006) Bioinformatics Tools for differential analysis of proteomal data profiling expression from clinical samples. Taylor and Frances CRC Press. Conference 1. Hofmann T (1999) Clusterabstraction model: an uncontrolled study of thematic hierarchies from text data. Materials of the International Joint Conference on Artificial Intelligence. Tables should be used as little as possible and designed as easily as possible. We strongly encourage authors to present tables in .doc format. Tables should be hired double throughout,
including headlines and footnotes. Each table should be on a separate page, consistently taught in Arabic and equipped with a title and legend. Tables should be self-evident without reference to text. It is preferable that the details of the methods used in the experiments be described in the legend rather than in the text. The same data
should not be presented in both the table and in the form of a graph or repeated in the text. Cells can be copied from the Excel spreadsheet and embedded in the word document, but Excel files should not be built in as objects. Note: If the view is in PDF format, the author is encouraged to keep the same in .doc format to help complete the
process successfully. Illustrations Preferred file formats for photographic images .doc, TIFF and JPEG. If you've created images with individual components on different layers, please send us Photoshop files. All images must be at or above the intended display size, with the following image resolutions: Line Art 800 dpi, Combination (Line
Art and Halftone) 600 dpi, Halftone 300 dpi. For more information, you can see a diagram of the specifications of the image quality. Image files should also be cropped as close as possible to the real image. Use Arabic numbers to refer to the shapes and letters of the upper body for their parts (Figure 1). Start each legend with a title and
include enough description to make the figure clear without reading the text of the manuscript. The information presented in the legends should not be repeated in the text. Figure of a legend: They must be numerically assigned to a separate sheet. Tables and equations as graphs If equations cannot be encoded in MathML, present them
in TIFF or EPS format as discrete files (i.e. a file containing only data for a single equation). Only when tables cannot be coded as XML/SGML can they be presented as graphics. When using this method, it is critical that the font size in all equations and tables is consistent and legible in all views. Additional All additional information
(numbers, tables and summary chart, etc.) is provided as a single PDF file where possible. The file size is within acceptable limits for more information. Information. should be a maximum size of 640 x 480 pixels (9 x 6.8 inches by 72 pixels per inch). Evidence and reprints of electronic evidence will be sent as an e-mail application to the
corresponding author in the form of a PDF file. Evidence of the page is considered to be the final version of the manuscript, and no changes will be made to the manuscript at the proof stage. Authors are free to download the PDF file. Solid copies of documents are available on request. Please click on the link for fees. Copyright All works
published by iMedPub are under the terms of creative Commons Attribution License. This allows anyone to copy, distribute, transmit and adapt the work provided that the original work and source is properly cited. Brought.
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